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General Delivery

* * * * * * * * * * *
SITE COORDINATORS
Robert Welland
The foltowhg people, who are bringing up '&X
on machines at their institutions, have agreed to
be site coordinators. Their primary responsibility
is to get T)ijX running and when this is done to write
up a report for TUGboat. They have also agreed
to answer a l i t e d number of questions; they offer
this help for free and the time to do so comes from
very busy schedules. If you are not involved with
bringing up
please wait for the site reports to
appear in TUGboat. Hopefully, they will answer
most questions and make manageable the burden
the site coordinators will have to bear.
Jf p u are bhging up ljijC on one of the following machines please inform the appropriate person; otherwise send the information to the TUGboat
editor, Robert Welland.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Richard S. Palais

The Steering Committee of TUG met for m o d of
the day on January 9 at the San Francisco Hilton.
Much of what transpired at that meeting is reported
on elsewhere in this newsletter. I would like to
concentrate here on two aspects of the discussions.
The first of these is a continuing strong division
of opinion on the question of
"maintenanceR,
a matter that many will remember already evoked
considerable debate at the fist TUG meeting. The
disagreement is over which of two goals, both obviously desirable, should take precedence. One goal
is that "QjC should remain as "free" as possible and
the other is that "QJC should be as carefully and
professionally maintained as possible. At one extreme are the large "production" users who would
like rapid and dependable advice and help with all
their software problems. For them 'I)iJC will be one
module in a complex system. They have deadlines
to meet that require that all these modules work,
and they are used to, willing, and able to pay up
to several thousand dollars per year to have real
or imagined bugs exorcised on the spot and have
their software tailored, tuned, and customired for
them. At the other extreme is the single, small
user with little or no money to spend but competent, willing and able to invest his time and effort
for himself. Complicating matin %king
ters is a third and perhaps aver-riding goal, the
need to assure that there remains a single, standard
compatible across many machine architectures and output devices. Fortunately these
goals and the constituencies supporting them are not
really conflicting, but rather orthogonal. With care
and compromise there does not seem to me to be
any serious reason why the various categories of Q'JC
users cannot all have their needs met. But it is clear
that to avoid nonproductive conflicts and pol aria^
tions everyone in TUG will have to keep in mind that
the TUG membership is anything but homogeneous
and several different options will frequently have to
be provided to satisfy all the diiTerent classes of '&jX
users.
The second matter I would like to discuss is the
Steering Committee's decision to call for a 'I,)$
Implementation Workshop at S t d o r d in the middle
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of May. This will be a two day meeting. One day
will be a
demonstration day, open to all present
and prospective TUG members. This is meant to
give sn opportunity to become familiar with the
various components of the 'I)e;K system, and in particular with the different output device options. (At
present at Stanford it is possible to have a 'QXproduced DVI file output on any one of a Xerox
XGP or a Versatec electrostatic printer/plotter, an
Alphatype CRS typesetter, or a Canon or Xerox
(Dover) laser printer.) The other day is aimed
primarily at those actively or prospectively engaged
in the implementation of 'QjX systems and the goal
is to maximize the amount of help and information
these people can exchange with each other and with
the central
team at Stanford. The ultimate
goal of this implementation project is to be able to
supply "off the shelf" to anyone desiring it all the
components of a completely working QjX system.
Let us consider for the moment what these components are:
(A) 'QX-in-Pascal.
(1) System independent part.
(2) System dependent part.
(B) Font files.
(1) Font information flies (device independent).
(2) 'Character shapen files.
(C) DVI-to-hardcopy back end.
(1) Output device hardware interfaces.
(2) S o f t w e for output device interfaces.
(3) Queuers, spoolers, device drivers for output
devices.
(4) Character shape file *pipelinen from host disk
system.
Part (A) (together with B1) is what is necessary to
produce DVI output ffles from a valid 7)ijX input
file. Naw A1 has long been complete, and A2 is
either completed or nearing completion for a wide
spectrum of host machines of different manufacture,
architecture and operating systems (DEC TOPS-10,
TOPS-20, VAX VMS, VAX UNM; IBM 3601370;
CDC Cyber; Univac 1100). I think that we can
look forward with some confidence to the May meeting as marking the virtual completion of this &st
phase of
implementation. Now as for part B,
the creation of a basic font library, that too is essentially complete. The whole family of CM fonts
(and others besides) now exist as METAFONT programs. Recall from this column in the fist number of the TUG newsletter that METAFONT not
only creates the device independent font informe
tion 0le (containing the sire, spacing, kerning, and
ligature information needed by T)ijX t o create a DVI

ffle), but also, once a simple interface program is
written for a given output device, METAFONT will
create the character shape files, in the form of raster
patterns stored as, say, matrices of seros and ones.
Such METAFONT interfaces have now been written
for aver a half dozen output devices, running from
the super high resolution (5300 dotlinch) Alphatype
CRS to the low resolution (128 dotlinch) Florida
Data impact printer.
So what is rapidly approaching is the flna1 phase
of the 'QX implementation program, the creation
of the back-end systems which for a given host
mainframe and output device will, from the DVI jile
and character shape files, produce the hardcopy output. Now as David Fuchs has remarked, l i e would
be quite easy if output devices had built into them
enough disk-type storage to handle all the character
shape files for sixty-four fonts of 128 characters each
and enough logic to process the DVI files into raster
scan lines. One would still have the (rather trivial)
job of writing for each operating system spoolers
and queuing programs to send DVI flles over a serial
line to this ideal output device in an orderly fashion,
but one would be able to avoid a host of other
small headaches that real world output devices force
one to deal with. Since, in fact, output devices
usually have no usable general purpose microcomputer built in, one must interface the host computer
to the output device via a microcomputer able to
speak to both. Also, since all the character shape
files that must be accessible to process a complex
DVI ffle can in principle run in the megabyte range,
economic considerations mandate that with cwrent
technology these files must be kept on the host computer disk memory, and then downloaded as necessary to a small floppy disk system associated to
the microcomputer interface over the (for simplicity)
serial line joining it to the host computer. Now,
desigrQg the hardware interface from off the shell
items a i d writing the software to make it a11 go ia
not a major project for an expert systems programmer who understands the format of DVI ffles and.
character shape files and knows how to communicate
scan lines to the output device. Perhaps a month
or two of hard work will sufEce. What is frustrating is that these systems are extremely sensitive to
small differences in the various protocols of operating systems and output devices, so if there are rn
of the former and n of the latter one conld easily
end up doing this same work rnn times. Of course
common sense tells us that good planning should be
able to reduce this to more like m n times. (For
example, David Fhchs conld probably intertam one
more output device to TOPS-20 in under a week.)
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A major reason for the May meeting is to reduce as
much aa possible unnecessary duplication of effort in
this flnal part of the program to make
generally
dable.

BEPORT ON THE
TUG STEEBING COMMITTEE MEETING

The TUG Steering Committee and several observern met at the San kancisco Hilton on January 9,
1980. Below is reported the gist of that meeting as
recarered from tape recordings and my notes. Since
several topics re-emerged throughout the meeting, I

have not reported in any order related to that of the
meeting.
Robert Morris
ATTBNDANCB
The follawing attended:
Barbara Beeton, AMS Providence
Max Dias, Stanford
Barry Doherty, AMS Pruvidenca
David Fuchs, Stanford
Ellen Heiser, AMS Providence
Don Knuth, Stanford
Leslie Lamport, SRI
William LeVeque, AMS Providence
Patrick Milligan, Bell Northern Research
Robert Morris, UMASS/Boston
Evon Motiska, Stanford
Monte Nichols, Sandia Labs
Richard Palais, Brandeis
Lynne Price, Bell Northern Research
David Rogers, University of Michigan
J. L. Selfridge, Math Reviews
Phil Sherrod, Vanderbilt
Michael Spivak, Decatur, Ga.
Rilla Thedford, Math Reviews
Luis TrabbPardo, Stanford
Bob Welland, Northwestern
Sam Whidden, AMS Providence
W. B. Woolf, Math Reviews
Ignacio Zabala, Stanford
TBBANBEIIL'IIb 0 R T
Sam Whidden gave the treasurer's report, attached. The cost of producing the fist newsletter
d e d the treasury by $419. It is estimated that
an additional $3600is needed for two issues in 1981.
,
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Pat Milligan and Lynn Price of Bell Northern

Research have been extensively developing macros
in-house and have had successes making overhead
slides, Hebrew, and special graphics.
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M i h Spiwk reported that version -1 mrka
as indicated in The Joy of
where notye&
implemented features are indicated in handwritten
marginalia. The Joy was not processed by AH-=,
which will now enter its fieid testing phase as people
begin to use it. An order form for a tape is included
with the manual, for sale at AMS headquarters. The
&st finder of each manual misprint will receive a $1
bounty, and the fist finder of each JTMS-1Pr[bug
a $5 bounty. Bounty may be claimed by w r i t i i
Mike at the address in The Joy of '&j?C. The Joy
was produced on the Providence Alphatype, which
is exhibiting some backlash problems resulting in
distortion of some vertical lines.
&S-QjX has too many macros for easy use in the
SAIL l$jX running now at Providence. The Pascal
version is not expected to have the sioe limitations
which cauaed the problems, which in any case can be
changed by recompiling 'I)EX with bigger d u e s of
hashsine. The Pascal version will provide 3 bits more
address space for internal memory than the SAIL
version and such problems will not be serious. A
similar problem with memsiae appears when setting
multi-column output. These should also disappear
in the Pascal version. Making &S-'&j?C macros
more eacient will help, which Mike will do this
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The administrative burden of maintaining 'IP;X
has become too large for Stanford to support on
the informal basis they do. Throughout the meet
ing at various times debate raged on the a p
propriate mechanism for maintenance. Since this
is inextricable from membership fees, a Finance
Committee waa formed to recommend a maintenance policy, to recommend a membership h e
policy, and to explore sources of support, e.g. foundations. This consists of Sam Whidden, Luis Trabb
Pardo, chairman, Bob Morris, Pat Milligan and
Monte Nichols. It seemed that everyone agreed
that TUG would run a '&X switchboard whereby
someone would be paid to tell callers who can answer
their questions. Luis and the Stanford people are
spending too much time doing this and anmering
the questions. The switchboard could also refer
people to an up-to-date list of consultants for hire.
The (unsettled) argument about maintenance
varied between two positions: (a) Some organhation
with either an explicit 5nancial interest or an inhouse 1Pr[ support facility should maintain 'I)eX at
TUG'S expense. (b) There should be no h m c i a l
burden whatsoever on the membership and no particular
maintenance should be endorsed by the
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Uaers Group (see separate articles in this newsletter).
Knuth's intention is that the released Pascal
will be a single stable core (aside from the aptem
dependent module) which can be uniformly maintained for all versions and should not have sny s u p
ported enhancements.
TUG IkbmN6
No general TUG meeting will be called until
the Pascal
is released. However, an Implementor's Workshop has been called for May 14-15
at S t d o r d . This will be coupled with a 'QijlC open
house comprising demonstrations for people who
don't know what 'QX is. Details are elsewhere in
this issue.
PMCAL 'QX
A detailed report of each architecture appears
elsewhere in this issue. Knuth expects to read
the Pascal version's code this spring very carefully
before its public release. When released, it will
be froren with no enhancements or changes perhaps aside from bug h e s . At present, the only
fully operational Pascal version is the TOPS-20 implementation. One problem is that implementors
have also to get their output hardware working in
order to see output. In general interfacing output
devices is proving a greater share of the implementation efforts than people imagined, but has nothing
directly to do with bringing up Pascal versions.
EDUCATION

Knuth is making a video tape to teach QX to
users. He intends for this tape ultimately to be
available through TUG.
OUTPUTDmncna
Phil Sherrod: It took a week to get the SAIL version working on TOPS-10, but nearly a par to get
all the output device interfaces conveniently working
(e.g. spoolers) although only a month to get something up. Finding the right hardware interfacing
was lengthy and mysterious. TUG should maintain
descriptions of what kind of hardware to buy and
what the soitware interfaces involve.
Phil will write an article describing the tribul*
tions of output device implementors.
There was a belief expressed that the output
device vendors would have to be involved in output
interfaces. Cooperation greater than that already
provided by manufacturers of existing devices will
be needed for wide applicabilitg. Luis Trabb-Pardo
expressed the belief that more intelligence nee& to
be provided in devices in order to relieve burden
on the host, which will allow less system dependent
mitorare. The problem is that Xerographic printers
are or soon will be selling for about $3000 for the

printiq engine. The interface will cost about the
same, bringing the OEM cost to about $6-7,000.
The end-user prices will be around $20,000 for complete printing systems. These will have s d c i e n t intelligence to take DVI files more or less directly. A
similar arrangement based on electrostatic printers
should sell for around $10,000 end-user system price.
Math. Reviews has interfaced a Florida Data dot
matrix printer with the same mechanism (a $3500
one-board ZSO system) to drive it in graphics mode.
The device has 128 dots/inch and might be suitable
for very rough copy. It is doing QjX output at about
30 seconds per page, which is a little slower than the
electrostatic devices.
Varian, Versatec, Dover, and AlphaQpes are
working at several sites. The Darer does not accept
DVI files and is in any case not commercially available.

1980 TUG TREASURER'S BEPOET
Samuel B. Whidden
D u r i i 1980 the flrst issue of TUGboat appeared.
The costs associated with its printing and distribation amounted to $1,719. (Not included in this
Q u e are costs for services provided by AMS professional stafk) As of December 31,1980,130 membership applications have been received for for a total
income of $1,300.
Income:
Membership
$1,300
Expenses:
Printing
$1,232
Postage
371
~ a i l i G / ~ a b o r 116
1,719
Balance (as of 12/31/80)
($ 419)
Based on the costs for 1980, it is anticipated that
& i t costs associated with the production and dip
tribution of two issues of TUGboat during 1981will
be approximately $3,600, with the AMS continuing
to contribute the services of its professional statf.
Respectfully submitted,
Samuel 3.Whidden, Treasurer
January 5, 1981
(Note: As of 2/6/81 a total of 258 paid membership applications had been received.)
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INFOBIIML TUG 8ESSION
Robert A. Morris

On the atternoon of January 9, W o w TUG
Steering Committee members and other interestad
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people met at the Hilton for informal diacussion.
Among the people I can remember were there
were: L p n e Price and Pat Milligan (Bell Northern
Research), Leslie Lamport (SRI), Luis Trabb-Pardo
(Stanford), Rilla Thedford (Math Reviews), Arnie
Piser (Rochester). Possibly I have missed some. I
have reported below some of the wishes, rumors,
and reports from this meeting and other sources.
Nothing is guaranteed accurate!
Lynne and Pat have extensive macro experience
end have made slides, Hebrew, and are advocating
as a standard for in-house technical documentation in their organisation.
Some desires: improved user interfaces. Lynne
will start collecting complaints and suggestions.
AH-W is an example.
Many people want a
preprocessor which can
run.on small machines with which people can test
the syntax of their QjX input. (But Unidot has its
C version running on an Onyx U N M system with
a Versatec printer and hopes for release soon. This
could presumably be used even without an output
device. It apparently is based on the SAIL version of
Wiu it be released with all the changes which
end up in the Pascal version? It will be for sale.)
Luis: In principle, all that is needed for the use of
an arbitrary printing engine is cooperation from the
vendor in providing (a) Font Metrics for each font;
@) If the galley proof cost is high, will they provide
proof mode encoding (e.g. at 200 dots/inch), not
only thereby protecting their own font investment
but allowing users to run proof mode versions of
their fonts on a proof device? (c) Is the typesetter
language available to people to write DVI-tedevice
drivers? (d) La the manufacturer willing to include
math fonts made by METAFONT?
A trick if your macro packages are too big to fit
(which shouldn't happen very much in the Pascal
versions): redeflne as null macros which will not
be used again. This will return the space to the
memory manager.
Leslie Lamport: A trick to avoid un-matched
brace syntax errors: When using a screen editor like
EMACS, use a macro which creates matching braces
with nothing between them except the cursor. The
closing brace is then automatically there after the
text entry is finished.
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A POSITION ON 'l)j$ MAlTVI"I'NANCE
Robert Moms, UMASS/Bo&on
There are at least two diametrically opposed
maintenance/distribution models .pre can consider.
The production user, like AMS or a commercial
user, wants something like a fully supported
Such a user has a calculable, or at least identifiable,
5nancial penalty which it incurs when the software
it is using does not work. On the other hand is the
university user facing little or no budget resources
which it can devote to buying support, but slso
having no particular time constraints and having a
pool of talent-its students-which can tweak nonworking software. Since I am in the second community, I would like to argue in favor of TUG'S involvement being closer to the second model, while
facilitating the other class of users solving theu s u p
port needs at their own expense.
I believe that few universities would benefit by
paying $1,000/year membership fee to TUG. Indeed,
$200 seems too much to me for an organisation
which can wait weeks to get sick soitware hmd.
Instead of contributing to extensive QjX support,
I suggest that there be designated distribution sites
for each architecture, selected from some organisation heavily using 'QX on that architecture. These
sites would make standard release tapes at cost and
would incorporate bug flxes at designated intervals
(quarterly?). Their interest would lie principally in
being the funnel for proposed bug 5xes (which would
often be proposed by the discoverer of the problem)
and thereby having the first and widest perspective
on maintenance. Presumably these would be organizations which are already maintaining lkX inhouse and thus have sufacient expertise to recogniae
whether a bug report is in fact a l)#C problem or a
user problem.
The other side of this essentially an-supported
is that users can tinker with
and circulate their own "enhancements". On the one hand,
this is contrary to desires that Knuth has expressed.
On the other hand, it is bound to happen when
sources are distributed, and I am not convinced it is
bad. The most successful model of this kind of ansupported source distribution is the UNM operating qystem. UNM ir distributed free to educationd
anera with source licenses. Tapes are made a t coat
by the licensor, Bell Laboratories. O h , these
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releases do not work on the precise conf@wation
the licensee has and varying degrees of work are
required to bring up the system. Alternatively,
users otten get copies of the system not from Bell
Laboratories but from another site with the same
or rimilar configurations. Many users modify their
systems and/or install major modifications made by
other sites. This process continued for 6-7 years
throughout the life of "version 6 UNCCa, the &st
version in wide circulation. All this experimentation led to two things: a bizarre proliferation of
somewhat incompatible versions of UNM and a substantial base of expertise about the system coupled
with a great deal of experimentation toward modernizing the operating syatem. The result of the
former was that UNM came to be regarded as needing substantial systems programming expertise to
keep it running (a false belief which did not take
into account the simplicity of the operating system
and the ease of dealing with code written in a highlevel language). The result of the latter was that
version 7 UNCC and that for the VAX have incorporated the results of these experiments and a p
parently produced a very contemporary and useful
operating system which internally looks little like
version 6, but to users is very similar. Aiter all this
tinkering, the resulting product seems to be useful
not only in universities, but at high prices in commercial environments.
On the one hand, such a model seems incompatible with Knuth's position that '&X will be
released in such a way that t i r i n g is un-needed.
He prefers that people think of '&X as something
which will not need enhancement, but rather will be
the foundation of similar future developments which
I
@
but (hopefully) something better. On
are not '
the other hand, it suggests that the way to fhd what
the something better might be is actually by the
kind of refhement which took place in UNM with
wide circulation (among licensees in that case, but
case).
presumably among everyone in the
support will
It strikes me that any form of
have its cost underwritten either by an organis&
tion seeking to profit from it or by the Users Group
seeking to b e p to Knuth's idea of a single uniform
My feeling is that the cost, especially to
academic users, of the latter is prohibitive (one estimate mentioned at the TUG Steering Committee
meeting wa6 $25,0W50,000/year total distributed
among 50-100 institutional members).
My guess is that the costs of making fixes to dl
releases, i.e. ail architectures, could h b above this
just because most sites will not have expertise in all
systems.

.

I am afraid that any commercial organisation
which aasumed 'oiEcial" responsibility for repairing
IE)c would insist on reasonable assurances that no
one would compete with them, for example that I
would not give away bug h e s the way U N M site8
do. Since no such assurance is possible bekute the
software is in the public domain, it seems that the
alternative is to have the entire TUG membership
pay for the support by membership fees.
I would propose that as a group TUG provide
no services other than the dissemination of informaincluding the Pascal release. Any
tion about l@,
bug h e s would be reported but not endorsed by
TUG perhaps except at stated intervals when new
releases would incorporate them. Production users
of '&X would be entirely on their own in finding
support at the level they need. I am inclined to
argue that there should be several distribution siten,
one for each architecture and that they should not
be sites which have a commercial interest in selling
supported
They should be reimbursed for their
direct expemes by each recipient in the form of a
nominal ($50-200) fee for providing the release tape
and documents, and some attempt should be made
to ascertain a reasonable level at which TUG will
annually reimburse them for less tangible related expenses, e.g. time spent consulting with people haring
diiiiculty installing the release, time spent evaluating bug reports, etc. The balance of TUG'S budget
should be spent for the 'switchboards, the newsletter, and the expense surrounding incorporating bug
h e s at the stated (infrequent) intervals.
Ordinary TUG membership m e e t i q should be
k c e d largely out of meeting fees which should be
appreciably smaller for educational users than for
production users.
There will be two classes of institutional memberships: educational users and production uaerr.
An educational user is a non-proflt educationd site
which is wing l)ijC only for instruction or for the
production of publicly accessible research or htrw
tional documents. A production site is a site which
is using '&X principally for the production of administrative, clerical, or commercial or published
documents. A production site is using
because
it expects to rave or m& money by doing ao,
whether directly or indirectly. Such sites include not
only commercial enterprises, but also the AMS, the
publications departments of Mirsrsities, and the inhouse document preparation centers of nobfor-profit
research organiaations.
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